About the new series
Whether your students are learning about the circulatory system
or discovering how gravity works, this series will get them thinking
like scientists.
The learner’s books are packed with opportunities to plan experiments,
make predictions and gather results that help them to think and work
scientifically, along with specific support for the new Earth and Space
strand of the curriculum. Each unit ends with a project to help students
bring together what they have learnt and understand science in realworld contexts.
With vocabulary boxes, clear diagrams and supporting illustrations,
the course makes science accessible for learners with English as a
second language.
The accompanying teacher’s resource includes everything you need to
plan and run your lessons with confidence.

Components in the series
• Learner’s book with digital access
• Digital learner’s book
• Workbook with digital access
• Teacher’s resource with digital access
• Digital Classroom (up to Stage 6)

Find out more and view samples online at
cambridge.org/education/primary_lower_secondary

Contact your local Cambridge University Press representative:
cambridge.org/education/find-your-sales-consultant

Cambridge Primary and
Lower Secondary Science
(0097/0893) from 2020

What you need to know

We’ve created new resources ready for the new Cambridge Primary and Lower Secondary Science curriculum

To develop the new series we spoke to thousands of teachers around the world to make sure we’re meeting your needs

frameworks (0097/0863) from 2020. This brochure explains how our resources will help you and your learners

and supporting you to deliver better learning. As well as activities to develop your learners’ scientific skills, you’ll find

prepare for the changes. More information can be found on the Cambridge Assessment International Education

an active learning approach, support for differentiation and clearly defined assessment for learning opportunities.

website cambridgeinternational.org.

Key changes

What this means for you

How we support you

Earth and Space content is split out rather than being contained within
other content strands.

Earth and Space learning objectives are given greater prominence in
the curriculum frameworks and follow smooth progression through
the frameworks.

Earth and Space content is covered thoroughly throughout our resources, in engaging and logical units.

Knowledge and understanding learning objectives from the four content
strands have been clarified to ensure that progression is clear through
the nine stages.

Units and topics follow on smoothly from stage to stage.

Background knowledge sections within teacher’s resources support you by showing the knowledge and understanding that learners
will encounter in earlier and later stages.

Thinking and Working Scientifically learning objectives focus on the skills
that need to be developed throughout the frameworks. Previously, these
have commonly been known and referred to as scientific enquiry skills,
but Thinking and Working Scientifically is broader in scope.

Scientific enquiry has been replaced with Thinking and Working
Scientifically.

All the skills included within Thinking and Working Scientifically are covered throughout our resources, embedded within the context of the
scientific knowledge and understanding learning objectives from the four content strands.

Models and representations are given added focus as a specific part of
the curriculum frameworks.

Models and representations are given greater prominence in
the curriculum frameworks and follow smooth progression through the
frameworks.

Engaging examples of models and representations are included throughout our resources to support you and your learners with this new
element of the curriculum.

Science in context provides a framework for how context can be
incorporated into the teaching of science.

Choosing, and applying, a context in teaching becomes a decision for
each school and/or teacher to make so the context is relevant to your
learners.

Suggestions of projects are included at the end of each unit and allow you to use contexts that are familiar and relevant to your
learners, helping them to recognise how science relates to the real world.

‘Think like a scientist’ features in the learner’s books focus on the development of these skills in particular, offering opportunities for learners
to actively engage with the development of these skills.
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We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education towards endorsement of these titles

Cambridge Primary Science Learner’s Book Stage 4

Activities throughout help
your learners develop their
scientific enquiry skills.

Opportunities for students to
self-assess their learning help
them develop reflection skills.
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‘Getting started’ feature helps
your learners think and talk
about what they already know.

Unit-specific vocabulary is
clearly pulled out.

Learners are clear on the
lesson focus.

We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education towards endorsement of these titles

Cambridge Lower Secondary Science Learner’s Book Stage 7

Clear diagrams and narrative
help learners’ understanding of
scientific concepts.
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Opportunities to further develop
scientific enquiry skills are included
throughout Lower Secondary as well.

Learners can reflect on their
learning and how well they
understand the unit content.

Activities throughout help
learners demonstrate their
knowledge.

We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education towards endorsement of these titles

